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I. Introduction
In Listening to Prozac, the psychiatrist Peter Kramer describes the dilemma he faced
when patients cured of their depression by Prozac asked him to continue prescribing the
drug in order to help them feel „better than well‟:
After about eight months off medication, Tess told me she was slipping. „I‟m not myself,‟ she
said. New union negotiations were under way, and she felt she could use the sense of
stability, the invulnerability to attack, that Prozac gave her. Here was a dilemma for me.
Ought I to provide medication to someone who was not depressed?1

Kramer‟s account illustrates both the striking transformative possibilities of
pharmacological mood enhancers, and that there is a demand for such enhancers among
those who know of these possibilities.
Despite the furore that followed Prozac‟s introduction in the late 1980s, which
focused debate on the acceptability of a drug that could do more than merely cure illness,
pharmacological mood enhancement—that is, the use of drugs to improve mood beyond
a level that is merely normal or healthy—is much older. Individuals have long been able
to take caffeine, amphetamines, barbiturates, benzodiazepines, and other
psychopharmaceuticals to affect their moods and emotions. Looking to the future,
advances in neurotechnologies and genetic engineering may lead to the development of
„neuroceuticals‟—neuromodulators that target multiple subreceptors in specific brain
neural circuits—and „geneceuticals‟ that modify the genetic basis of our emotional
capacities. With these advances, we may able to produce effects similar to those of
current pharmaceuticals with greater efficiency and fewer side effects. As the
possibilities and demand for mood enhancement increase, existing legislation will prove
inadequate, designed as it is to regulate pharmaceuticals mainly for therapeutic use. In
this paper, we consider why mood enhancement might be desirable, explore some key
ethical issues associated with it, and suggest how policy-makers can respond to ensure
that people use mood enhancement safely and responsibly.2
II. Why mood enhancement might be desirable
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There are many reasons why we might seek to induce feelings we lack, in order to
experience a particular emotion, or to experience it more fully. Emotions can be a source
of insight into or appreciation of what we value in an object, situation, or person. For
example, if someone with whom you thought you had a close relationship passed away
but it turns out that you do not feel any grief, this may provide some insight into the
nature of your relationship with this person. And we may be expected or required by our
social roles and relationships to have certain feelings.3 There are occasions when
emotions that seem appropriate for certain circumstances are not forthcoming, for a
variety of psychological or physiological reasons. For example, we may want to be
happy for a friend who is getting married, but we may be too stressed to enjoy the
friend‟s wedding celebration. Or we may have neurological incapacities that prevent us
from feeling a range of affective states. Being able to regulate or induce certain feelings
in appropriate circumstances can help us in several ways. We might feel better just by
being able to experience emotions that should come naturally. It can be frustrating not to
be able to experience joy when one knows one should, and when all those around one
seem joyful.
Moreover, we arguably owe the people to whom we stand in close personal
relationships certain emotional responses—not because those responses promote their
welfare directly or indirectly, but because we cannot relate to them in the way we should
unless we have such responses4. For example, instead of feeling spontaneous love for
their newborn child, it is common for mothers—perhaps owing to postpartum
depression—to feel instead estrangement and resentment. Or, step- or adoptive parents
might really want to love their step- or adopted children, but find it very difficult to do so.
On these occasions, it can be frustrating not to be able to exhibit the kind of love that
children need. If pills that could induce the feelings associated with parental love were
available, this might enable one to provide the kind of love that children need, thereby
relieving this frustration. Indeed, in being able to induce parental love that one does not
feel spontaneously, one may also be able at least to partially fulfill a duty to love a child.
Mood enhancement could also benefit the community as a whole. Consider that
many societal problems are the result of collective action problems, according to which
individuals do not cooperate for the common good. In a number of cases, the impact of
any particular individual‟s attempt to address a particular problem may be negligible,
whereas the impact of a large group of individuals working together may be huge. For
example, while air travel contributes to climate change, individuals may see little reason
to avoid travelling by air, since commercial planes will make their journeys regardless of
whether or not any particular individual decides to travel. However, if people were
generally more willing to act as a group, and could be confident that others would do the
same, we may be able to enjoy the sort of benefits that arise only when large numbers of
people act together.
Mood enhancement drugs could potentially help with such collective action
problems. While altruism and empathy have large cultural components and are strongly
affected by individual moral choices, there is evidence that they also have biological
underpinnings. Indeed, test subjects given the prosocial hormone oxytocin were more
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willing to share money with strangers5, and to behave in a more trustworthy way6. Also,
a noradrenaline reuptake inhibitor increased social engagement and cooperation, and
reduced self-focus during a mixed-motive game7. And, oxytocin appears to improve the
capacity to read other people‟s emotional state, which is important for empathy8. This
suggests that administering these chemicals to individuals could help us act together to
solve important problems.
III. Would using mood enhancements harm others?
In modern, liberal societies like the UK and the US, much concern about novel
developments centres on issues about harm and fairness: to what extent is developing
these technologies safe, to what extent is using them likely to harm others, and to what
extent might it exacerbate existing inequalities?
i. Harm That the development of mood enhancement drugs might harm people during
clinical trials applies generally to drugs and experimental medical procedures. So the
potential harms to people of developing mood enhancement drugs should be minimised
using the same methods used to minimise potential harms arising from medical
technology generally.
Once these drugs have been developed, tested, and made available to the public,
assessing whether and how mood enhancement technology can be used without
significantly harming others requires an assessment of its risks. It is worth remembering
that when assessing the risks of novel technology, it can be tempting to focus only on the
potential harms, without balancing them against the potential benefits. Many opponents
of enhancement fail to take into account its potential benefits, leading to an overly
pessimistic view of it9. The enormous market in self-help books alone should give us
pause before discounting the potential benefits of mood enhancement: an enormous
number of mentally healthy people want to improve their mood, and are willing to pay
generously in order to do it.
In assessing how mood enhancement might be harmful, we should take care to
distinguish genuine harms from what merely appear to be harms, perhaps because of our
cultural viewpoint. In some cases, the circumstances in which using mood enhancement
drugs is acceptable might be influenced by cultural considerations. Consider
bereavement. In the US, it is common to prescribe antidepressants for the bereaved if
their grief continues for longer than a year. In rural Greece, however, a mother‟s grief for
a lost child, or a wife‟s grief for her dead husband, is expected to last five years10.
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Adherents to each of these cultures, then, are likely to disagree about what constitutes an
appropriate duration of grief; and consequently views about when it might be appropriate
pharmalogically to lift one‟s mood might vary between these cultures. However, mood
enhancement should not be about helping people conform to cultural expectations,. Since
it might be desirable to enhance mood even when doing so does not conform to what is
culturally acceptable, it is important to give due consideration to cultural issues and how
they might affect one‟s judgment about the acceptability and harmfulness of mood
enhancement.
Keeping these considerations in mind, how might mood enhancement drugs harm
others? One way is by inducing emotional and mood states that increase the possibility
that the user will harm others. These states could be induced either as intended
enhancement effects or as unintended side-effects. As an example of an intended affect,
guilt is unpleasant to experience, and the anticipation of feeling it can inhibit our
behaviour, such that we avoid behaving in a way likely to result in guilt. Since guilt,
when functioning properly, is felt in response to acting immorally, our avoidance of
acting in a way likely to result in guilt helps to prevent us from acting immorally. Except
perhaps in cases of people whose guilt may be deemed pathological11, altering mood such
that our experience of guilt is subdued or diminished may turn out to be disastrous, since
it may result in an increase in immoral behaviour, which is likely to be harmful to others.
As examples of an unintended side-effect, someone who believes that he is too shy and
unassertive, and who wishes to use mood enhancement drugs to change this, might fail to
strike the right balance and render himself over-aggressive rather than merely assertive.
Devising policies to guard against this sort of effect demands a multifaceted
approach. There is obviously a case for restricting those drugs that are known to induce
potentially harmful mood states and for adopting a cautious attitude towards drugs whose
effects are not yet fully understood, at least in the absence of known great benefits. But
matters are more complicated when we consider the possibility of drugs whose effects are
harmless to others when used responsibly nevertheless induce potentially harmful effects
when used recklessly. In such a case, we might adopt similar policies to those governing
alcohol use. In other words, we might restrict its use by those deemed incompetent, and
respond to other cases of irresponsible use by punishing the resulting antisocial behaviour
rather than further restricting the drug‟s use. The latter would introduce an incentive to
use mood enhancement drugs in ways that are not harmful to others, and could be
combined with educational campaigns designed to inform people about how to enhance
responsibly.
Another way in which mood enhancement drugs might harm those who do not
choose to use them is through their surreptitious use by unscrupulous governments.
Imagine a drug that reduces aggression and renders users more easy-going. When taken
by stressed individuals, it may improve well-being by making users more relaxed and
contented. However, used on a population-wide scale, it could have the unpalatable
effect of making people more accepting of an unjust political regime about which,
unmedicated, they would be very angry. That some scientific knowledge and
developments can, in the wrong hands, be used to promote unethical ends is a problem
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that applies to scientific research generally12. It is beyond the scope of this paper to
discuss this matter at any length, but we envisage that citizens of liberal and democratic
nations would require transparency from their governments and that they would expect to
be informed and consulted regarding such possibilities.
ii. Inequality When they first appear on the market, many novel technologies are
expensive and therefore available only to the few who can afford them. If mood
enhancement is available only to the rich, the disparity between the quality of life
enjoyed by the rich and the poor could become greater as the rich become happier in
comparison to the poor, thus adding to the existing advantages that the rich enjoy. Any
society that cares about equality should regard it as highly important to minimise this
effect. There are a number of ways in which this could be done. One way is to tax those
who enhance, and use the proceeds to subsidise enhancement for the disadvantaged.
However, such an approach presupposes an infrastructure that recognises the benefits of
using drugs for enhancement as well as for therapy. Such an infrastructure is currently
lacking. Drugs are funded, developed and prescribed for therapeutic use, but not for
enhancement use. That some drugs turn out to have enhancement effects is a lucky
accident, and those healthy individuals wishing to take advantage of a drug‟s
enhancement effects must currently either find an open-minded physician who is willing
to prescribe the drug for this purpose, or become diagnosed with some condition that
would bring the prescription of the drug under the umbrella of therapy. This
infrastructure itself is a potential source of inequality, since those with sympathetic
physicians, or with knowledge of how to get themselves diagnosed appropriately, will
gain access to enhancement drugs while others go without. Rethinking the way in which
we as a society uses prescription drugs therefore seems a necessary step on the way to
ensuring that enhancement benefits everyone13.
However, even ensuring that the use of mood enhancement drugs does not
significantly harm others or exacerbate inequalities is not sufficient for ensuring that it is
used responsibly. Consider the users of the fictional soma in Aldous Huxley‟s Brave
New World, who exist in a state contented of apathy despite living in a dystopic society.
A drug like soma could be used in ways that do not significantly harm others, and could
be distributed fairly and equally; but its effects are nevertheless highly disturbing, and
few would relish living in a society in which large numbers of people used such a drug.
This demonstrates that a society that embraces mood-altering drugs ought not to content
itself with addressing concerns about harm to others and equality. We are uneasy about
drugs like soma because of their effects on those who use them: users end up living lives
that are in some sense impoverished.
We might categorise this worry as one about self-harm. In one sense, the idea of
drugs harming those who use them is very familiar: drugs can cause all sorts of harmful
side-effects that we attempt to minimise by testing them rigorously before making them
available to the public. However, there are also varieties of self-harm that are peculiar to
mood enhancement, and which should be considered by anyone intending to use mood
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enhancement drugs, and by any society considering embracing them. We consider some
of these issues in the next section.

IV. Would using mood enhancements harm users?
i. Authenticity One concern about self-harm relates to authenticity; in particular to the
question of whether pharmacologically-induced emotions would really be „one‟s own‟.14
The notion of ownership here is akin to Harry Frankfurt‟s notion of identification.15
According to Frankfurt, for one to be morally responsible for an action, the desire behind
it must be one with which one identifies. For Frankfurt, this means that desire must be
endorsed by a higher-order desire: we must desire to act upon that desire. Frankfurt goes
so far as to hold that we are not fully responsible for actions that are not „wholehearted‟;
that is, actions that arise from desires opposed by other desires of the same order, or by
any higher-order desire. Similarly, some philosophers claim that for an emotion to
qualify as one‟s own, the emotion must be fully consistent with one‟s beliefs and
attitudes.16
It is certainly true that an emotion unanchored in our beliefs and attitudes would
be anomalous. If someone accidentally took a pill that made him feel happy when he
thought about his life, but did not believe that he should feel happy, the pill would not
have induced the emotions associated with happiness. Also, as Robert Nozick‟s
„experience machine‟17 and the soma users of Aldous Huxley‟s Brave New World18
demonstrate, what matters in life is not simply enjoying pleasant experiences. We also
want our experiences to bear the right sort of relation to reality. We want to engage with
the world, and we care whether things are going well or badly for us. As a result, we
want to be able to recognise when life is going well or badly, and to respond accordingly.
This points to the importance of maintaining what we might call a healthy outlook on
one‟s life and the world. Many drugs can induce delusions in users, especially when used
recklessly; for example, cannabis can induce psychotic episodes19.
However, a „wholeheartedness‟ requirement may be too strong. For one thing, it
would deny ownership of emotion whenever we were ambivalent or conflicted.
Moreover, we often feel recalcitrant emotions, which seem to conflict with our other
attitudes and beliefs, e.g. jealousy at a friend‟s success or pleasure at a friend‟s
humiliating faux pas. Sometimes, these anomalous emotions may reveal that our real
attitudes or beliefs are different than we thought. But that is not always the case. We
often have unresolved conflicts among our attitudes and beliefs. If our conflicting
14
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emotional responses arise from such conflicting attitudes and beliefs, we regard those
responses as fully our own. Wholeheartedness demands too much. In any case, attempts
to induce emotions pharmacologically will often be induced by consonant beliefs. It is
just because we believe an emotion to be warranted, if not required, that we seek to
induce it.
Related to this is the concern that pharmacologically inducing emotions can
drastically alter one‟s temperament and thereby alienate one from one‟s older, „genuine‟
self.20 For example, a person with a morose temperament might develop a cheery one as
a result of taking a euphoria-inducing drug to get through a crisis. If he valued and
identified with his older, morose self despite his willingness to brighten his mood in
exigent circumstances, he would likely find his new temperament profoundly distasteful;
the drug would have alienated him from his older self.
It seems quite possible that some emotion-inducing drugs could have such longterm side-effects. If it turns out that they do, it is imperative to make people aware of the
risk. On the other hand, a person might take such a drug voluntarily, fully aware of its
personality-changing effects. If so, concern about alienation becomes less acute; there is
no reason why he should be prevented from choosing to fashion himself into a different
person and instead be encouraged to preserve his old personality.
ii. Self-knowledge Another concern is that pharmacologically induced emotions might
undermine valuable opportunities to acquire self-knowledge. Our present emotions often
give us important insight into ourselves, because they reflect and call attention to our
present beliefs, especially those we ignore or suppress. Inducing emotions
pharmacologically may obscure beliefs that we are reluctant to acknowledge and
confront, by giving affective support to the contrary beliefs we more readily
acknowledge. Perhaps we did not value the deceased as much as we think we should
have, for reasons it is difficult for us to understand or admit to ourselves. Perhaps we
have misgivings about our friend‟s wedding, out of prudential concerns about the match.
This said, it is worth noting that some people object to the use of SSRIs such as
Prozac on similar grounds.21 The use of SSRIs is based on a belief that depression is
caused in part by serotonin-deficit and can be treated by increasing the brain‟s level of
serotonin. Critics of SSRIs argue that serotonin levels (also) change in response to
external events and features of oneself. They fear that taking SSRIs can prevent one from
having to confront those events and features. Like depression, a limited capacity to
experience certain emotions may reveal hidden problems that we are better off knowing.
If this is so, we should certainly be cautious about immediately resorting to pills to induce
emotions whenever we find ourselves unable to experience them.
However, such caution is fully consistent with the recognition that in other
circumstances, our emotional capacities may be incapacitated beyond our power to
restore by self-examination. Very few people would argue against the use of SSRIs by an
individual with severe, protracted depression.22 And severe depression is hardly the only
20
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emotion-blocking condition that is beyond our control. If depression can blunt our
capacity to feel emotion, trauma can cause us to repress it.
It is also possible that individuals can know the roots causes of their problems
without being able to resolve them on their own. For example, a person with severe
depression may already know why she is depressed, but simply be unable to get out of it
by her own efforts.
Furthermore, whether it is appropriate to enhance one‟s mood might also depend
on the manner in which the mood is experienced. For example, while the ability to
experience acute pain can be beneficial since it can alert us to problems with the body,
there is less to be gained from being able to tolerate chronic, pathological pain, such as
the pain that amputees sometimes feel in their phantom limbs. In the case of the latter, it
seems better where possible to alleviate the pain rather than to attempt to remove the
source. The acute-chronic model is instructive in thinking about emotional and mood
states. While some unpleasant states like anxiety and depression may be appropriate and
valuable in some cases, they can be disruptive and disabling if they continue indefinitely
and bear no relation to the state of the subject or the world around her. There may be a
case for enduring some of the former, „acute‟, types of state; but the latter, „chronic‟,
types of state serve no useful function and are better alleviated.
However, even if inducing emotions with a pill denies self-knowledge or selfprotective insight, it is worth asking why we should object if someone with mild
incapacities does so. Safety issues aside, why should we discourage him from trying to
treat his emotional incapacities pharmacologically when we do not discourage people
from taking medicine for mild colds and mild depression, even when it may be better in
the long run for them to acquire natural resistance or work out their problems? Without
conveying disapproval, though, we may remind the individual that that his mild
incapacities can become more severe unless he takes the time to examine their root
causes.
In this regard, it is worth noting that there is evidence to suggest that mentally
healthy individuals hold a variety of overly positive illusions about themselves, and that
their mental health is tied to their holding such illusions; whereas mentally unhealthy
people perceive themselves, the world, and their future more accurately23. This research
has been disputed24, but if there is any truth in the claim that illusions about oneself and
the world promote can mental health, there are implications for our assessment of mood
enhancement drugs. Specifically, focusing too heavily on the desirability of developing
self-knowledge may be counter-productive for our attempts to enhance mood. We may
ultimately be forced to choose between two highly valuable mental capacities: happiness
and accurately perceiving reality25.
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iii. Narcissism Emotions could become narcissistic, that is, overly self-absorbed, when
the focus shifts from their object to their subjective experience.26 One would certainly
feel that the experience of mourning had become debased if the conversation at a funeral
was almost exclusively about the survivors‟ feelings rather than the deceased‟s life.
At the same time, the claim can be overstated. It is surely not narcissistic for a
parent to take notice of her lack of emotional sensitivity to her children‟s tribulations and
triumphs, especially if that notice leads her to take a greater interest in her children‟s
lives. Of course, if she took a pill to increase her emotional sensitivity without
attempting to increase her involvement in her children‟s lives, her effort might well seem
cosmetic. But if she took the drug to deepen her emotional and social involvement in her
children‟s lives, it would appear to be an acceptable means to achieving a stronger
relationship with them.
iv. Instrumentalization A further worry about the pharmacological induction of emotions
is that it may involve treating ourselves as mere means, or instrumentalizing ourselves,
rather than treating ourselves as ends.27 According to this line of thought, we are ends
because we are rational agents capable of moral deliberation. We treat ourselves as ends
when we try to modify our emotions by engaging with our beliefs, but we treat ourselves
as mere means when we fail to engage with our beliefs. Using pills to induce emotions
means that we fail to engage with our beliefs. Therefore, in doing so, we treat ourselves
as mere means.
This objection certainly has some force in third-person contexts, for example,
where one person is advising another regarding whether to take this kind of pill. If a
counselor advised someone to take a grief pill without finding out whether he really
believed that he should grieve relative‟s death, it could be argued that the counselor was
not treating the patient as an end. However, suppose that advice concluded a thoughtful,
probing discussion with the patient, which revealed the strength of his attachment to his
relative and his recognition of a duty to mourn the relative. Arguably, the counselor
would have respected the individual as an end in advising him to take the pill.
This contrast is equally relevant in first-person contexts. If I took such a pill
without even thinking about whether it was the right course of action for me, then I may
indeed be instrumentalizing myself by failing to engage with my beliefs and values.
However, if I take the pill after careful self-examination, I arguably have treated myself
as an end. I hardly fail to engage with my beliefs if I seek to deepen or intensify them by
inducing appropriate feelings. It is only if I ignore my beliefs or the conflicts among
them that I treat myself with disrespect.
v. Duty One way in which the capacity to regulate emotions pharmacologically may
affect our responsibility for our emotions is in limiting our excuses for failing to have the
appropriate ones. Even if we have a duty to have certain emotions, we are excused from
fulfilling it if our best efforts are unavailing. Alternatively, our duty may be only to make
our best efforts. The availability of a pill may limit our excuses by making our efforts
more likely to succeed.
26
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This hardly means that someone who is initially deficient in a required emotional
response must immediately take a pill. It is important to remember that when natural
emotions are not forthcoming, there are various other means of coaxing or evoking them.
Those other means may be at least as effective as a pill, and have fewer of the moral risks
outlined above. That said, we might sometimes find a pill more efficient than, or simply
preferable to, other means. If so, then assuming that the conditions of authenticity are all
met, and that we are aware of the problems of self-knowledge, narcissism, and selfinstrumentalization, it may well be acceptable to take a pill as means to discharge one‟s
duty. It may even be morally incumbent on us to do so if no other means of inducing the
emotion are effective.
vi. The government’s role in preventing self-harm How can a government act to ensure
that its citizens use such drugs in ways that do not cause the sort of self-harm described
above?
We can begin by noting that, in most liberal societies, people expect the state to
intervene and prevent mentally sound citizens from pursuing a given activity only when it
has compelling reasons to do so. Such reasons usually involve the possibility of
significant harm to others. For example, it is impermissible to drive whilst drunk because
of the increased possibility of harming others in a collision. Legislation to prevent
mentally sound people from pursuing activities unlikely significantly to harm anyone—
such as legislation restricting the practice of homosexuality—is increasingly viewed as an
unacceptable infringement on liberty, as attested by the increasing number of Western
countries that legally recognise same-sex civil partnerships. Restricting the use of mood
enhancement drugs because of concerns about the sorts of self-harm just described
would, therefore, go against the grain of liberalism.
However, there are ways in which policy-makers can help to ensure that people
do not harm themselves that do not involve restricting resources or activities that could
potentially harm users. People can harm themselves by eating an unhealthy diet, having
sex without using a condom, crossing the road without first checking for oncoming
traffic, and getting insufficient sleep; yet the government does not respond by legally
requiring that people eat healthily, have safe sex, cross the road responsibly, and sleep
well. Instead, the government funds educational campaigns designed both to inform
people about the importance of eating healthily, having safe sex, and so on, and to
provide guidelines on what sort of behaviour qualifies as eating healthily and having safe
sex. Consider, for example, the UK government‟s „5-a-day‟ campaign, which encourages
people to eat at least five portions of fruit and vegetables per day28. The campaign
website explains why healthy eating is important and how to eat healthily, as well as
providing resources to make the message easy to understand. As such, the government
sets out to achieve its aim of having people eat healthy food by providing information,
education, and encouragement, rather than by legislation that restricts consumption of
less healthy food. A similar approach might be appropriate in the case of mood
enhancement drugs: those drugs that pose a serious risk of harm to users and others could
be restricted or made available only on prescription from qualified professionals, whilst
other drugs could be made more freely available, and accompanied by a high-profile
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awareness campaign to help ensure that people use enhancement in ways that do not
cause more subtle forms of self-harm.
V. Policy implications
To summarise, the benefits of using mood enhancement drugs, both for the individual
and for the community, are potentially great. In order to make the most of these benefits
while still taking a responsible stance towards enhancement, policy-makers in liberal
societies would be advised to guard against being overly risk-averse when evaluating this
technology. It is easy to fall into the trap of supposing that the current status quo
represents an acceptable state-of-affairs, from which point of view losses loom larger
than gains. However, doing so could squander many beneficial opportunities.
Harm to others and inequality are of great importance when formulating mood
enhancement policy. In assessing harms, policy-makers should take care to consider only
genuine harms that are not overly influenced by cultural considerations. We have
suggested that their aim should be to protect citizens, not to ensure that they conform to a
culturally desirable model.
Guarding against inequality may require some fundamental changes to the way in
which medicines are developed and licensed. While subsidising enhancement for the
poor is worth considering, turning this into a workable solution requires viewing
enhancement as a worthwhile use of medicines.
Considerations of harm to others and inequality take us only part of the way
towards an acceptable mood enhancement policy, however. We have seen that the
dangers of self-harm should not be underestimated. Minimising the risks of these
dangers may best be achieved through educational and awareness campaigns rather than
by legislation to restrict the use of mood enhancement drugs. Such an approach would be
commensurate with the way in which liberal governments attempt to deal with issues of
self-harm more generally.29
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